Stella’s Advice on - Binoculars for Night-sky Observing
Sky Watching with binoculars - Naked eye is the best way
to start observing the night sky. But, once you are oriented
to the constellations and have taken in the awesome
reality of the thousands of stars revealed in a naturally dark
sky, binoculars can open a whole new vista.
Binoculars are usually described by two numbers, such as
7X35. The first number is the magnification and the second
the aperture. In this terminology the human eye is 1X7. A
35mm binoculars takes in twenty-five times as much light
as the human eye. In sky watching more light is important.
In most cases, focus the left eye with the focus knob, then
the right eye by twisting the right eyepiece and then adjust
the width to fit your eye-separation. People with
astigmatism will want to wear their glasses, while others
can focus without glasses. Once set, start scanning the
Milky Way looking for open clusters, larger globular clusters, Jupiter’s moons, and even a few
galaxies can be seen under a dark sky with binoculars.
Selection - Stella’s good friend, Robert Togni,
an Astronomical League Master Observer and
author of ANSA’s Learn the Constellations
booklet, offers the following advice for
selecting binoculars for sky watching:
Roof prism binoculars are compact, but the
porro prism design lets more light through
and are less expensive, but use what you
have. Some other considerations are:
•
•
•
•
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Size – 35mm up to 50mm are useful
without being too heavy. Some push 7x50’s, for me, 8x42mm is the sweet spot.
Power – More than ten power requires a tripod or mount.
Construction – At least water-resistant if not proof with multi-coated lenses.
Eye Relief – Is how far from the eyepiece the pupil can intercept the focused image.
Good eye relief is always a plus but at least 16 mm is needed to avoid vignetting for
those who need to wear glasses.

What’s up – SkyMap provides a simple downloadable and printable monthly sky map and along
with websites such as In-The-Sky.org, Sky and Telescope’s sky-at-a-glance, and Astronomy’s skythis-week highlights what’s up. Apps, like Sky View, Sky Safari, Star Rover, Cosmic Watch, Star
Walk, and Stellarium Mobile will let you take the chart with you. Whatever you use, the goal is
to lay back with a contemplative mind and wander among the stars.
“A sunset is the sun’s fiery kiss to the night” - Crystal Woods
-

